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The Forgotten Composer 

“The history of music frequently reveals a distressing injustice 
whose victims were sometimes even truly great musicians. It suffices 
to recall the case of J. S. Bach, forgotten one century after his pass- 
ing or that of Claudio Monteverdi whose powerful voice sounds today 
again after three centuries of silence. An identical destiny must have 
been fore-ordained for another of one of the most formidable musicians 

our music can boast: Antonio Vivaldi.” Thus spoke the late Alfredo 

Casella, one of Italy's foremost musicians, on the eve of the Vivaldi 
Festival held in Siena in 1939. Pointing to the fact that Vivaldi 

enjoyed the highest celebrity during his lifetime, Casella continues: — 

“Without doubt for him as for Bach, oblivion must have been their 

lot because their powerful and severe art certainly did not suit the 

demands of the frivolous society during the second half of the eight- 

eenth century. However, it is certain that the musician who in his 

life time acquired not only great European fame but also achieved 

such great stature that he influenced J. S. Bach profoundly—an 

influence which appears more profound every day—fell into total and 

shocking oblivion on the morning after his earthly pilgrimage came 

to its end.” 

Casella may have overstressed Vivaldi’s influence on Bach, but in 

spite of the fact that as late as 1870 and 1880 knowledge of Vivaldi 

was confined to only a few musicians and scholars to an extremely 

limited extent, the artistic relationship between Bach and Vivaldi was 

not unknown to German musicologists. Johann Nikolaus Forkel 

(1749—1818), regarded as the founder of musicology, says in his 

“Johann Sebastian Bach—His Life, Art and Works”, 1803 and 

English 1820, that 

“Bach’s soaring genius attended an equally ardent industry which 
incessantly impelled him, whenever he found his own equipment 
insufficient, to seek guidance from others. Vivaldi and his con- 
certos were the first from whom he sought counsel” (Translation 
of Ch. S. Terry, 1920) 

Forkel knew only a few works of Bach and not many of Vivaldi 

but the fact that he was conscious of their artistic relationship should 

be noted. When thirty years later the German musical world became 

fully aware of Bach’s greatness and more and more familiar with his 

enormous output Vivaldi’s name and works were forgotten. 

Adolf Julius Riihlmann, a teacher and writer in Dresden, who was 

a member of the Royal Orchestra when Richard Wagner held the 

conductor’s chair in the Saxonian capital, obtained access to a col- 

lection of Vivaldi manuscripts, reposing in the Dresden library, and 

published in 1867 a little treatise on “Antonio Vivaldi und sein Ein- 
fluss auf J. S. Bach,” in the Neue Zeitschrift fir Musik. He intro- 

duced Vivaldi ‘‘as an almost lost Italian composer” (“fast ganzlich 

verschollen”) and Paul Count Waidersee, dealing with Bach’s arrange- 

ments of Vivaldi’s violin concertos for harpsichord and organ, ascribed 

their survival only to Bach’s transcriptions. Waldersee was a highly 

educated man and an esteemed musicologist. He belonged to the 

Editorial Board, charged with the publication of the Complete Works 

of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, and he was responsible for the 

second edition of Kochel’s Mozart catalogue. 

Waldersee knew only a fraction of Vivaldi’s six hundred and odd 

works but his opinion that these Vivaldi compositions owe their sur- 
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vival only to Bach’s arrangements was shared by other musicians of 

consequence and also expressed in the Complete Works of Bach in 

1891 by Emil Naumann (vol. 38, p. 43). Philipp Spitta, the most 

learned Bach biographer, who found Vivaldi’s “ideas often flat and 

insignificant, though occasionally full of fire and expression”, admitted 

(1873) his insufficient acquaintance with the works of the Venetian 

and referred his readers to J. Wasilewski’s book “The Violin and its 

Masters” published in 1869. Its paragraphs on Vivaldi reflect, of 

course, the deficient knowledge of his output as well as of his teck- 

nical achievements. In Spitta’s time and many years theteafter 

nobody could speak on Vivaldi with the authority that is derived from 

the knowledge and study of those hundreds of Vivaldi’s manuscripts 

which, preserved in Italian collection, were still unknown then. Thus, 

we can understand the reasons for such erroneous views as expounded 

by Wasielewski. Although granting Vivaldi technical faculty and extra- 

ordinary command of form, Wasielewski seldom found evidence of re- 

markably powerful ideas and true artistic values in his compositions. 

And it is psychologically significant that Wasielewski as late as 1910 

after the first systematic Vivaldi researches, particularly the studies by 

Arnold Schering, had borne important results, steadfastly refused to 

review his judgment of 1869. Upholding his opinion, he reiterated that 

all that Vivaldi lacked to be an important artist was the ability and the 

desire to create, driven by deeper feelings and stimulated by his soul. 

The musician and music-lover of today who listen to the slow move- 

ments of “La Stravaganza” must be at a loss to understand such 

opinions. 

Up to the time of the First World War and for a few years thereafter, 

the name of Antonio Vivaldi had a generally historic flavor. History 

books and dictionaries described him as a great violinist, explained 

the so called “Vivaldian Concerto Form” and pointed to J. S. Bach’s 

arrangements of some of Vivaldi’s concertos. It is true that scholars 

were fully aware of the existence of many of Vivaldi’s unpublished 

works. Some of them were made available in modern reprints (mostly 

distorted) but to the general public, on which our musical life depends, 

the neme Vivaldi had no meaning. This has radically changed nowadays 

and Antonio Vivaldi’s works enjoy now frequent performances, under- 

standing and popularity. Nobody would have foreseen this astonishing 

development least of all those diligent and enthusiastic scholars who 

spent many years in searching for Vivaldian manuscripts and analyzing 

his scores. But it was their scientific labor and musical zeal which 

paved the way for a Vivaldi renaissance. 

Glorious Resurrection 
The beginning of the Vivaldi renaissance can be seen in the Vivaldi 

Week celebrated in Siena in September, 1939, under the auspices of 

the renowned Accademia Musicale Chigiana. The Settimana Vivaldiana 

which brought also to light the imposing Gloria a quattro con istru- 

menti was an occurrence of lasting importance and might justly be 

compared with the famous performance of Bach’s Passion according 

to St.Matthew under F. Mendelssohn in 1829 in Bealin. This event 

generated the revival of Bach and subsequently led to the issuance of 

the monumental Complete Edition of his works. 

The Settimana Vivaldiana was also regarded as a singular and un- 

forgettable manifestation and Antonio Lualdi, one of Italy's leading 

composers and respected author, called the compositions offered at this 

occasion “capolavori dissepolti’, unearthed masterpieces. The dust of 

the archives removed, they sounded fresh and vigorous and revealed 

surprising new aspects on a great figure in music history. The war 

years halted the promising start made in Siena; but after the libera- 

tion of Italy a young Venetian business man, Antonio Fanna, a trained 

musician and Vivaldi admirer, became the driving force of the Istituto 

Italiano per la Pubblicazione e Diffusione delle opere di Antonio 

Vivaldi. He enlisted the cooperation of the Casa Ricordi for the pub- 
lication of the composer’s complete works. The artistic direction of 

that enterprise was entrusted to another distinguished son of the La- 

ine City, Gian Francesco Malipiero, who had directed the edition of 

de Complete Works of that most famous of Venetian composers, 

Claudio Monteverdi. One hundred seventy-five items have been 

brought out in score, numbered according to the Fanna classification. 

It disposes of the original opus numbers which cover only a very small 

fraction of Vivaldi’s enormous output and are utterly misleading chron- 

ologically. In contrast to the chronological numbering in Kéchel’s Mo- 

zart or in O. E. Deutsch’ Schubert catalogue, Fanna gives a systematic 

listing on the basis of sixteen categories such as concertos for violin, 

viola, violoncello, flute, bassoon and so forth. Another factor which con- 

tributed decisively to the sweep of the Vivaldi renaissance is the 

Phonograph which more than anything else furthered the populariza- 

tion of Vivaldi.* 

Concerto and Concerto grosso 

The term “concerto” as we use it nowadays indicates the solo dis- 

play of one or more instruments in combination with the orchestra. 

Viewed as a musical category, the concerto is a Venetian achievement. 

The original sense of the word meant a composition in which several 

performers join forces and make “a concerted effort” to present 

music. In other words, playing a concerto meant performing to- 

gether and in this sense the term was used in 1587 when the Venetian 

Giovanni Gabrieli published a collection of sacred music and madrigals 

with instrumental accompaniment for six, seven, eight, ten, twelve, and 

16 voices, written by his uncle Andrea and himself. Adriano Banchieri 

(1565—1634) followed 1595 with his “Concerti ecclesiastici” for two 

choirs with organ accompaniment, Ludovico Viadana (1564—1627) 

with “Cento concerti ecclesiastici” a 1, 2, 3, e 4 voci con il basso con- 

tinuo per sonar nell’organo” and Heinrich Schiitz presented in 1636 

“Kleine geistliche Concerte (“Little sacred concertos”)” containing 

vocal pieces for 1 to 5 voices set to religious and biblical texts. 

The concerti ecclesiastici mark a departure from the style of the 

unaccompanied vocal music of the period and signify the beginning 

of a new style, the stilo concertato. Its most characteristic feature is 

the juxtaposition of vocal and instrumental forces which generated the 

development of the Concerto grosso. Its root can be seen in the cori 

spezzati, the employment of double or triple chorus discussed also by 

the famous theoretician Gioseffo Zarlino (1516—1590) in his im- 

portant treatise “Instituzioni Harmoniche” (1557). The “cori spez- 

zati”, says Zarlino “are divided into two, or three, choirs, in each of 

which four voices sing, and the choirs sing first one and then the other 

in alteration and sometimes all together, especially. at the end, and 

this has a very fine effect.” 

Applying the manner to instrumental music (musica sonata in con- 

trast to the musica cantata), Giovanni Gabrieli published in 1614 a 

collection of “canzoni e sonate” which contains pieces for 3 to 22 

voices orchestrated after the principle of the “cori spezzati” for dif- 

ferent groups of strings, woodwinds, and brass instruments. His or- 

chestral sonatas are based on dualism in melody, setting (polyphonic: 

*The author took the liberty to incorporate here a few sentenced of 

his article “Vivaldi Renaissance” in “The Long Player”, vol. 2; no. 7, 

July 1953 



homophonic), measure (4/4:3/2 time), tempo (slow:fast), and or- 

chestration (woodwind or brass:strings). The next phase in the devel- 

opment brought about the restriction to one or two players of an 

instrumental group who, as its spokesmen, participated in their alter- 

nating play. A composition in which one or more solo instruments were 

heard in alternation with a larger body of strings was called “Concerto 

&rosso”. The smaller group formed a Concertino and the larger unit 

was termed Concerto grosso or Ripieno (meaning:full). Later one 

spoke simply of Solo and Tutti. 

‘The first true Concerti grossi were created, as recent researches by 

Arnold Schering and G. Roncaglia indicated, by Alessandro Stradella 

(1645—1682), the musical Casanova of the Seicento, whose “Sin- 

fonie per violini e bassi a Concertino e Concerto grosso” anticipate the 

structure and stylistic physiognomy we encounter in the works of 

Corelli, Torelli, and Vivaldi. Stradella introduced the Concerto grosso 

technique also into his operas, cantatas, and oratorios to achieve rich- 

ness of colors, contrasts, and a variety of effects. The Concerto grosso 

with two violins and one violoncello forming the Concertino was 

standardized by Arcangelo Corelli (1653—1713) with his famous set 

of 12 Concerti grossi, printed posthumously in 1714 in Amsterdam 

bearing the opus number 6.* Similar works had been published by 

Lorenzo Gregori (1698), Giuseppe Tartini (1709) and Giuseppe 

Valentini (1710). Some of Corelli’s Concerti grossi were written 

probably around 1680 and performed with much acclaim in Rome 

where the compositions of Corelli, Pasquini, and Stradella enjoyed a 

great vogue. Handel, who during his stay in the Eternal City was 

friendly with Corelli, knew his works very well. 

At the turn of the 17th century “Concerto” or “Concerto grosso” did 

not imply a certain formal design but indicated only a manner of 

orchestration. Of Corelli’s 12 Concerti grossi eight are formed after 

the pattern of the Church Sonata (Grave—Allegro in fugal style— 

Andante, mostly in % time—Allegro, fugal or homophonic) and four 

represent the suite type with dance forms. The same holds true of 

Handel’s famous Twelve Grand Concertos, Opus 6, published in 1739 

in London. Five cling to the scheme of the Church sonata and seven 

are suites. Although the craft of instrument building had made remark- 

able progress through the accomplishments of the Amati, Guarnieri, 

and Stradivari families, and the technique of the players had grown 

considerably, the individual forms used in the Concerti grossi were 

not apt to promote or influence the development of the solo concerto. 

Solo Concerto 
It received its decisive impulse from the opera. In the alternation of 

solo (voice) and tutti (orchestra) as well as in the repetition of a 

main theme or a part of it in a related key lies the very essence of the 

formal structure of the aria. The solo concerto was regarded a pendant 

to the operatic aria and even around the middle of the 18th century 

one was fully aware of the close connection of solo concerto and oper- 

atic aria as we learn from a paragraph of Johann Adolf Scheibe’s 

“Kritischer Musicus” (1739). He points out that the concerto “re- 

sembles very much the first part of a well set aria, because the chief 

melody {introduced by the orchestra] constantly alternates with the 

solo voice whereas the secondary voices [orchestra] always accompany 

or interrupt the solo voice here and there or join in the delivery of its 

melody.” Scheibe describes here the alternation of ritornello and solo 

and Arnold Schering illustrates this by outlining the design of an aria 

from “Giasone” by' Francesco Cavalli (1607—1672) given in 1649. 

It discloses the pattern of the Concerto form as later standardized by 

Antonio Vivaldi: 

Ritornello in E minor 

Solo 

Ritornello in A minor 

Solo 

Ritornello in C major 

Solo 

Ritornello in E minor 

* Vox Productions, Inc., No. 7893 

We observe here the basic scheme which in essence was adopted by 

Vivaldi’s contemporaries Tomaso Albinoni (1674—1740), Giuseppe 

Torelli (1651—-1708), and Giuseppe Jachini who published the first 

cello concertos in 1701. Albinoni’s first violin concertos, printed in 

Venice in 1700 as opus 2, establish the three movement pattern (Al- 
legro—Adagio—Allegro), which Albinoni as prolific opera composer 

derived from the napolitan opera overture. Torelli developed in his 

concertos opus 6, published 1698, what the Italians call “solismo”, the 

element of virtuosity. He created a marked contrast between tutti 

and solo by silencing the orchestra during the solo passages which are 

accompanied by the organ or cembalo. We shall encounter this par- 

ticular trait also in “La Stravaganza”. He introduced the so-called fig- 

urazioni de semicromi employed often by Vivaldi, Veracini, and 

Handel. 

Vivaldi’s advent: as composer of solo concertos coincides with 

Torelli’s death (1708). Benefitting from the accomplishments of his 

precursors and driven by his natural inclination to. experiment and 

having in the Ospedale an excellent testing ground, he opened up new 

territories to the violinist and virtuosity. There is no need to discuss 

all these technical traits and stylistic features because we will deal 

with them in the analysis of La Stravaganza. 

La Stravaganza 

This set of 12 concertos was published 1712/13 as Opus 4 in Am- 

sterdam by the firm of Estienne Roger; he brought out the opera I 

to V and his daughter and her husband Le Cene published the opera 

VI—XII. La Stravaganza was dedicated to Vettor Delfino, a Venetian 

noble-man, the son of a family which gave the republic one doge, pro- 

curators of St. Mark, senators, generals, diplomats, cardinals and. high 

church dignitaries. One Delfino (or Dolfin) was cardinal at Vivaldi’s 

time and another commanded a naval squadron against the Turks in 

1714/15. The dedication is significant of the period. 

It is customary, if someone dares to ‘Present the products of his 
own intellect to the public, to recommend them to the authority 
of a great name which may defend them against the garrulity of 
the malignant people and the most affected severity of @he critics. 
What greater protection ean I ever desire for my little composi- 
tions than that of Your Excellency. Your great nature distinctly 
Proven in many matters has shown itself to the world most ex- 
pertly aiso in music. Your good taste has developed to such a 
high perfection that there is no musician who would not be proud 
to have you as a teacher. 
I, who had the great fortune to be more a companion than a guide 
of your studies, do not believe I am accomplishing something 
good if I have not received your approval. To you then, more 
than to anybody else, must go the dedication of the fruits of my 
labors. All the more that for a long time now I can boast of hav- 
ing had the honor of being your most humble, devoted and faithful 
servant. 

The edition was brought out in two “books”, each comprising six con- 

certos, and printed in parts only: Violino di Concertino, Violino Primo, 

Violino Secondo, Alto Viola, Organo and Violoncello. The printing of 

orchestral scores was a rarity even half a century later, Corelli’s Opus 

12 published by John Walsh in London being a notable exception. The 

basso continuo was not realized because the ability of the organist or 

cembalist to improvize the realization was taken for granted. The use 

of organs as thorough-bass instrument suggests the performance in the 

church. There is much variety in the choice of the key for the in- 

dividual items. The major and minor key alternate except in the last 

pair where only the major key is used. All degrees of the scale are 

represented: C major and minor, D major and minor, E minor, F 

major, G major / 2 / and minor, A major and minor, and B flat major. 

La Stravaganza marks an important step in,the development of the 

solo concerto. In “L’estro armonico”,* published as Op. 3 about 1712, 

the Concerto grosso type prevails: there are eight Concerti grossi and 

four Concerti con violino obligato. La Stravaganza, however, contains, 

as underlined in the title, only solo concertos though they display fea- 

tures of the Concerto grosso. The Tutti sections are the thematic back- 

bone of the corner movements and the solo violin, excelling in figura- 

tions, runs and arpeggios, participates seldom in the elaboration of the 

Tutti material. On the other hand though the solo passages have not 

the thematic importance of the Tutti they become important struc- 

turally through their harmonic treatment. It was precisely the mod- 

ulatory element which gave Vivaldi’s concertos vitality, prevented 

monotony and made the scheme well suited to further development. 

The alternation between Tutti and Solo by employing related keys is 

still evident in the classical concerto pattern. 

Vivaldi's Form Classical Form 
Tutti Tutti—-Exposition 

Solo Solo—Exposition 

Tutti Tutti | “Durchfiihrung” 
Solo Solo if (Elaboration) 

tape Sie Recapitulation-Cadenza 

Tutti Tutti—Coda 

Vivaldi’s setting is with a few exceptions homophonic and. it is 

certainly a striking phenomenon that he, although a son of the Church, 

abandoned as instrumental composer the severe style of the church 

sonata and the fugal element almost completely. We know from his 

choral works that he mastered the contrapuntal forms also but he 

avoided fugal writing in his concertos. This attitude, termed revolu- 

tionary by Torrefranca, separates Vivaldi artistically not only from the 

severity and solidity of A. Corelli but also from his great contem- 

poraries beyond the Alps—G. F. Handel and J. S. Bach. It suffices to 

confront only one number of La Stravaganza with one of the Branden- 

burg Concertos to realize the polarity of the artistic personality of 

both Vivaldi and Bach. The Italian, endowed with the elegance and 

gracefulness of the Latin race, indulged nevertheless often in medita- 

tion and showed even inclination to mysticism. In contrast he was 

fond of bizzarery which we also observe in the fantastic and whimsical 

titles of many of his concertos. A case in point is, of course, La 

Stravaganza. 

Several opinions had been expressed to explain the title “La Strava- 

ganza”. Arnold Schering, an authority on the history of the concerto, 

saw in the title only a piece of advertising to aliure prospective buyers. 

M. Dounias in a book on the violin concertos of Tartini (1935) 

meant that the bizarre themes and the quick runs justify the title 

whereas Andreas Moser in his “Geschichte des Violinspiels” (1923) 

found the extravaganza in the use of chromatic chords. However sim- 

ilar views had been held even as far back as 1775 in Hawkins’ famous 

“General History of the Science and Practice of Music” where we 

read that 

“the peculiar characteristic of Vivaldi’s music, speaking of his con- 
certos—for as to his Solos and Sonatas they are tame enough—is, 
that it is wild and irregular; in some instances it seems to have 
been his study that it should be so; some of his compositions are 
expressly entitled Extravaganzas, as transgressing the bounds of 
melody and rnodulation. . . . From this character of his composi- 
tions it will necessarily be inferred that the harmony of them, 
and the artful contexture of the parts, is their least merit.” 

Vivaldi’s restlessly working mind, intent to create novelties, did not 

overlook the suggestive power which emanates from a spectacular title. 

Projected against the background of his Opus 3 “The Harmonic Mood” 

(“L’estro armonico”), the antithesis created by naming his ensuing 

work “The Extravaganza,” could hardly fail to arouse the interest and 

curiosity of musical circles. 

There are no “spectacular acrobatics” (Pincherle) in La Stravaganza 

but there is boldness and intention to create novelties, there is great 

musical inspiration and an abundance of musical ideas, there is a rich- 

ness of contrasts and effects and there is also deep feeling and loftiness, 

animation and serenity and all these elements unite to create beauty 

and enjoyment. JOSEPH BRAUNSTEIN 
* Vox Productions, Inc., No. 7423 
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